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Fossils

1 student can view this article in their library.

Freckle Level: 7C

Fossils provide fascinating clues about our Earth and its history. A
fossil is a preserved remain or a trace of a plant or animal from
the past. They are typically found in sedimentary rocks.
Paleontologists are scientists who study fossils to learn about
forms of life that existed in former geologic periods. Their work
explains the age of our Earth and the diversity of life that has
existed since the beginning of time.

A fossil found in a rock

Rewind back 100 million years ago to a time when dinosaurs
roamed the earth. When a dinosaur died, its body was exposed
to wind, rain, scavengers, and other things that slowly destroyed
it. If an extreme event occurred, like a mudslide or a flood, the
remains were covered before they decomposed entirely. Layers
of sand and silt buried the remains, protecting them with a layer
of sediment. Over time, those layers hardened into sedimentary
rock, the remains trapped inside. Over millions of years, those
remains became fossilized, the bones being dissolved by water
and replaced with minerals from the earth.

A dinosaur fossil

Fast forward millions of years. Natural geological processes bring
layers of rock buried deep under the ground to the surface.
Wind, water, and erosion can expose these fossils to

Writing

Skills: Informative, Writing Conventions
While hiking in the Grand Canyon
with your family, you find a fossil
of an insect you have never seen
before. Explain to your family how
fossils form and what information
they provide.
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RI.5: Text Structure & Development

Why is Paragraph 3 important to the

article?

It discusses the pros and cons of
an important issue

It provides evidence through
examples
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paleontologists looking to learn about the earth. Those
paleontologists can then excavate the fossils, study them, and
display them in museums for others to see.

Fossils can take many forms, including bone or shell imprints,
casts of footprints, or even impressions of whole organisms.
Some organisms, like insects, have been found petrified in
amber, a hardened form of tree sap. The largest dinosaur fossil
ever found was of a Brachiosaurus, measuring 22.5 meters long
and 12 meters tall.

A shell print fossil

Most animals of our past did not fossilize, and simply died off,
lost from fossil record forever. We will never know about these
organisms. Paleontologists estimate that only a small
percentage of the dinosaurs that lived have been found in fossils.
By studying fossil shape and patterns of evolution, scientists can
construct a picture of the history of life on our planet.
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RI.5: Text Structure & Development

How does the final paragraph

contribute to the article?
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RI.2: Summarizing & Main Ideas

Which detail from the text would be

least important to include in a

summary?

It explains the effects of certain
events

It provides solutions to several
problems

It provides a first-hand account
of a paleontologist.

It gives examples of various
types of fossils.

It explains the rarity and
importance of studying fossils.

It describes the average size a
dinosaur fossil.

Over millions of years, those
remains became fossilized, the
bones being dissolved by water
and replaced with minerals from
the earth.

A fossil is a preserved remain or
a trace of a plant or animal from
the past.
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RI.2: Summarizing & Main Ideas

Which sentence includes the central

ideas of this article?
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RI.2: Summarizing & Main Ideas

Which detail does not support the

central idea that fossils can provide

valuable information about our

history?

Paleontologists are scientists
who study fossils to learn about
forms of life that existed in
former geologic periods.

The largest dinosaur fossil ever
found was of a Brachiosaurus,
measuring 22.5 meters long and
12 meters tall.

Paleontologists study different
fossil forms; they estimate that
our Earth must not be that old.

Fossils form over millions of
years; they provide interesting
information about our past.

Fossils are formed in
sedimentary rock; they can tell
us about the dinosaurs that are
still alive today.

Fossils all look very similar to
one another; they do not help us
learn about the planet.
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When a dinosaur died, its body
was exposed to wind, rain,
scavengers, and other things
that slowly destroyed it.

Fossils can explain the age of our
Earth.

Fossils demonstrate the variety
of animals and plants that have
existed.

Fossils can provide information
about patterns of evolution.


